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23rd November, 2017 

Dear Secretary of State, 

Local Plan intervention - York 

Following your statement last week on planned interventions on Local Plans that are 

not sufficiently well progressed, we write to offer some insight into York's position 
and to request a meeting with DCLG officials. 

The Labour Group on City of York Council has previously expressed concerns over the 

York Coalition administration's proposed Local Plan in both its soundness as well as 
the unacceptable delays in its submission. Steve Evison at DCLG made it clear in his 
correspondence with the council back in February that a six month delay due to the 
planned disposal by the MoD of two barracks sites in York would be taken into 
account in any possible DCLG action, but that "it will clearly be important that 
progress continues to be made in accordance with the revised timescale set out in 
your letter". That would have resulted in submission around now had the council 
kept to its indicative timetable. 

It was therefore understandable and also welcome, though shaming, to have you 
single York out in your speech last week as a local authority which has so far failed to 
make sufficient progress with its Plan. With clear evidence of need and an historic 
under supply of new homes, this delay is creating even greater pressure on York's 
own broken housing model. 



The Coalition administration's reluctance to accept independently assessed housing 
need figures by failing to apply any market signal uplift has caused widespread 
concern during a recent consultation stage of the Plan. Labour has tried to highlight 
the dangers of this strategy for housing supply over the Plan period. Newly 
announced DCLG methodology raising the figures further, and due in the New Year, 
provides a better reflection of the extent to which household formation is growing 
and housing need increasing. 

We would welcome compromise with Conservative and Liberal Democrat colleagues 
that supports the submission of a Plan more likely to pass the test of soundness, but 
to date have been unable to obtain any movement from them. 

Furthermore, we are concerned at the piecemeal, unsustainable and arbitrary 
developments proposed in the inner proposed Green Belt. We contend that this 
would place inappropriate burdens on existing neighbourhoods and should be 
replaced with imaginative and well planned extensions to already proposed 
sustainable developments in the Green Belt. 

Doing so would support the creation of balanced, sustainable communities that 
endure and relieve the impact of current proposals in the draft Local Plan which seek 
to build on inner urban green spaces much valued by residents. It's imperative that 
York passes a Local Plan that values quality of life and place for residents in both 
central and outer parts of the city. 

Now that DCLG officials have prioritised York for intervention to deliver a Local Plan 
for the city, my colleagues and I would value a meeting with them to discuss the 
extensive work that has previously taken place in preparation for submission of a 
Local Plan for inspection. This meeting would highlight alternative options for 
development that better fit with current Government objectives. 

Yours sincerely, 

( 
Councillor Fiona Derbyshire Councillor Janet Looker 
Shadow Exec. Member for Housing & Planning Leader of the Main Opposition • 


